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Terminology
«OEM Pay» = mobile payment services provided by smartphone makers
and other original equipment manufacturers such as:

«OEM Wallet» = mobile wallet services provided by smartphone makers
and other original equipment manufacturers such as:
Mi (Xiaomi) Wallet
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Soruce: Statista

My personal retrospective on contactless card + mobile payment

2012

2009

My first MasterCard
PayPass contactless card
transaction in Germany
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2013

My first mobile
My first mobile Apple
Apple Pay
Pay transaction in
transaction in UK
my home town
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2016

2017

2018

2019

Continuous impressive
growth in Apple Pay users
worldwide (*Statista 2022)

2020

2021 2022

COVID boosts uptake of
contactless and Mobile
payment dramatically

OEM Pay Payment now ubiquitous ..
.. even in my village, and even at the bakery !
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OEM Pay Payment now ubiquitous ..

.. and it is not only Apple Pay. GPay and Samsung Pay are on the rise worldwide too
 2020 Mastercard study of payment trends at physical merchants 2020
 “76% have made contactless payments more often than before in the past
six months and almost every second person (44%) always, if possible.
 The card is the first choice for contactless payments, with 88% preferring to
pay with it.
 As many as 12% prefer to use their smartphone or smartwatch for contactless
payment, and among 18-29 year olds it is already more than one in five
(22%).”

 2021 Mastercard study of payment trends in Germany 2021
 “The high level of acceptance and use of mobile payment is remarkable…
 23% have paid with their smartphone or smartwatch in the last 12 months,
among 18-29 year olds it was already one in three (33%). Another 17% are
open to mobile payment and want to try it out.
 Mobile payment users in Germany most frequently use Google Pay (34%) or
Apple Pay (32%). 16% prefer the mobile payment app of their bank or
savings bank. Apple Pay (41% ) is used most frequently among 18-29 year
olds.”

=> OEM Pay is today a commonly accepted payment method
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Apple has added Access Card support to Apple Wallet
- a similar rise in usage as with Payment is predicted

Image Credits: Apple

Hotel Room Key

Image Credits: Apple

Residential Key

Image Credits: Apple

Corporate Badge

 Apple officially announced at the June 2021 WWDC keynote the addition of support for multiple types of
Access Cards in Apple Wallet.
 We will get an update from Darien Long from dormakaba lodging Americas on the interest level of hotel
chains for Apple Wallet later
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Apple announced New Features for Access at WWDC ‘22
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LEGIC continues to be a prioritized Apple Access Partner

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/06/ios-15-brings-powerful-new-features-to-stay-connected-focus-explore-and-more/
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So why do we anticipate the Rise of OEM Wallets in Access Control
similar to the rise we’ve seen with Mobile Payment ?
End Users …






have got used to using OEM Wallets for contactless payments, boarding passes, tickets , etc. etc.
like the simple tap & go user experience as well as Apple Express Mode and Power Reserve
like the integration with other services on the smartphone, e.g. Apple’s Find My app and iCloud.com to remotely put their
device in Lost Mode suspending all Wallet cards/passes
are lazy and don’t really want to download multiple apps which they have to get familiar with. They are already familiar with
their OEM Wallet
trust the OEMs Apple and Google and much prefer their wallets to those of the device manufacturer (Samsung, Huawei, etc.)

Application Providers …




want to offer solutions which their users are demanding
want to be able to address an existing huge market of OEM Wallet users (approx. 1000 Million)
prefer not to have the hassle of developing and maintaining their own mobile apps

Corporations …
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are managed by decision makers who are also OEM Wallet users and have themselves adopted Wallets
include banks, Mobile Network Operators and car manufacturers who already integrate to the OEMs for payment, digital car
keys, etc.
want to offer the best user experience for their users. One example is Hyatt Corporation ….
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So why do we anticipate the Rise of OEM Wallets in Access Control
similar to the rise we’ve seen with Mobile Payment ?
Wall Street Journal Article from Aug 24, 2022 Using Your Phone as a Hotel Key Is Great Until It Isn’t
…
Hyatt Hotels Corp. and Apple Inc. think they have the answer to making digital keys easier to use. Late last
year, the two companies paired up to allow guests at six U.S. Hyatt hotels to add room keys to the wallet on
their iPhone or Apple Watch. It has since expanded to 79 hotels and resorts.
Benjamin Weiss, vice president of product management at Hyatt, says a crucial difference between using the
digital key in the Apple Wallet versus the hotel app is fewer steps to activate it. He cited guest frustration
with elevator access as a key impetus for the switch.
“We needed to make the process of actually using the key really, crazy fast,” he says.
The key in the Apple Wallet is activated simply by flashing the phone or Apple Watch near the reader in the
elevator or outside the room as long as the devices are in Express Mode. That reduces the time to access the
room to one to two seconds, down from about 15 seconds, he says. It even works for several hours after the
phone dies [thanks to Power Reserve], the companies say.
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Comparison 3rd Party App vs Apple Wallet for End Users
COMPARISON

3rd Party App

Apple Wallet

Nr. of steps to select a card

At least 1 step to select a card
in app

0 steps if Express Mode* is
configured

Using the card

Similar experience to NFC
though various BLE implementations need to be learnt

Familiar Tap & Go
experience with NFC*

Nr. of steps to receive a card

Currently quicker than
with Apple Wallet

Currently lengthy process as a
3rd party app is still needed. To
change in future.

App installation

App needs to be installed from
app store

Pre-installed

Battery dead

App does not work when no
power

Power Reserve* gives
hours of residual power

Security

High security through mobile
SDK features

Higher security through
embedded Secure Element*

* Put simply, Apple retains control over features which are not available to 3rd party apps
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Comparison Own App vs Apple Wallet for Corporations
introducing Mobile Access
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COMPARISON

3rd Party App

Apple Wallet

Cost

Application/app Provider
only cost

Higher as Apple expects
additional fee per card p.a.

Nr. of addressable users

Depends on marketing of app
and the service

Approx. 800 M Wallets
in use

Must develop and maintain
own app

Yes

No

Bi-directional comms e.g. preemptive maintenance

Yes as fully under mobile
SDK/reader control

No as DESfire based

Data size (e.g. for multiple
access rights/keys)

Unlimited as phone
memory based

Limited as DESfire based
(approx. 4kB max)

Suitability for Offline access
control

Supports access rights
which need to be regularly
changed Over-the-air

Best suits a static Employee ID
i.e. Online Access Control, due
to cost and current
requirement for user interaction
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Now also Google have launched Google Wallet
with larger ambitions than before

Image Credit: Google

 Google officially announced Google Wallet on May 11, 2022, at the 2022 Google I/O keynote.
 The app began rolling out on Android smartphones on July 18, replacing the Google Pay app in
40 countries worldwide and co-existing with the Google Pay app in the U.S.
 That’s >100 M users worldwide
 The wallet will be a container for users to store their payment and non-payment assets
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LEGIC’s cooperation with Google
“LEGIC’s goal is to ensure that we are in a leading position to be able to
offer our existing and new partners in Access Control and other business
areas an easy-to-integrate trusted service to deliver the partner’s
mobile credentials to Google Wallet.”
To this end, LEGIC is planning an enhancement to our LEGIC Connect
Trusted Service to do exactly this ….
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LEGIC’s cooperation with Google
- How it is planned to work
Mobile App

LEGIC Connect
+ LEGIC
Mobile SDK

LEGIC

Connect

API

LEGIC
Reader IC

Hardware Security Module

Certified secure environment in data center

Access
Partner
Mgt System

LEGIC neon

Google Server
Platform
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Google Wallet +
LEGIC neon support

Embedded Secure Module

Certified secure environment in reader chip

Reader
Microcontroller

LEGIC’s cooperation with Google
To tell you more about the new Google Wallet and to explain why they
believe the use of Google Wallet will rise beyond expectations, I’d like to
introduce you to ….
Lucyna Janas
- Head of Partnerships for Google Wallet
Michael Hill
- Global Product lead , Access on Google Wallet and Android Integrations
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Thank you!
For further details please contact…

Email:

john.harvey@legic.com

Tel.:

+41 44 933 6464

Mob.:

+49 173 842 8087

